Julia Auction Fairy Lamp ResultsJune 2008
Note: All prices include the hammer price plus the buyer’s premium, (17%-22%)
which is paid by the buyer as part of the purchase price.

$4,025.00
RAINBOW SATIN FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 641. Cased rainbow satin DQMOP Fairy-size dome sitting on a crystal lamp cup marked
"S. Clarke Patent Trade Mark Fairy" with a signed candle cup resting in a matching base with ribbon candy edge, four applied
crystal feet and a berry prunt. Base is marked "Clarke's Patent Fairy". SIZE: 7" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-66922
(3,000-5,000)

$1,092.50
BURMESE PEDESTAL FAIRY LAMP. Acid Burmese Fairy-size dome sitting in a clear lamp cup marked "S. Clarke Patent Trade
Mark Fairy" resting in a matching three piece pedestal base with ruffled edges. The metal piece holding the three pieces together is
marked "Clarke's Patent Fairy lamps". Accompanied by an original Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 11-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very
good to excellent with a 1/2" fishscale flake under metal connector and minor roughness to bottom edge of shade. 5-66943 (1,5002,500)

$805.00
BURMESE FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 672 similar. Acid Burmese Pyramid-size dome in a clear lamp cup marked "S. Clarke Trade Mark
Fairy Pyramid" resting in a matching ruffled edge bowl with one portion of its edge turned up. Also included is an original Clarke
pyramid candle. SIZE: 4-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with minor roughness on bottom edge of shade and rim of lamp
cup. 5-66939 (500-700)

$632.50
BURMESE FAIRY LAMP. Ruf, Fig 630. Acid Burmese fairy-size dome on a clear Clarke cup marked "Trade Mark Crick Light
Clarkes" with clear Clarke candle holder marked "Clarkes Trade Mark Fairy Patent" resting in a matching bowl with flared upward
pie crust rim. SIZE: 5-1/2" t x 5-3/4" w. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with minor roughness at bottom edge of shade. 5-66941
(500-750)

$575.00
PAIR OF LITHOPHANE FAIRY LAMPS. Ruf Fig. 442. Lithophane newel post domes with multiple air holes in bottom rim resting in
pressed glass pedestal bases. Domes depict lady in window and cavalier outside, lady by well and lady in Dutch door talking to
another lady outside. SIZE: 8-1/4" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-67118 5-67139 (500-750)

$201.25
ROSE NAILSEA FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 566. Nailsea-type fairy-size dome with rose ground and white loopings sitting in a clear
lamp cup marked "S. Clarke's Trade Mark Fairy" resting in a center post matching base with upright fluted rim. Also included is a
Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 5-1/2" t. CONDITION: Very good with 1/2" bruise on bottom edge of shade and minor roughness to
center post rim. 5-66929 (400-600)

$402.50
TWO ARM FAIRY LAMP. Frosted green glass and frosted blue glass fairy-size dome shades sitting in matching crimped lamp cups
mounted on a signed "Clarke's Cricklite Trade Mark" two arm holder corked into a pressed glass candlestick. SIZE: 14-1/2" t x 16"
w. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-66963 (400-600)

$230.00
CHARTREUSE FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 65. Cased and satinized chartreuse fairy-size dome with a reverse drape pattern sitting in a
signed crystal lamp cup. Shade is signed "Rd 59136 Trade Mark Fairy". Accompanied by a Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 5" t.
CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-66999 (300-500)

$172.50
CRANBERRY OVERSHOT FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 13. Cranberry overshot crown figural shade on a marked pewter pedestal stand
with figural handle. Stand marked "Old English Ge...Pew...12" on underside. SIZE: 7-1/2" t. CONDITION: Two 1/2" fishscale flakes
on the inside top edge of shade which does not detract from overall appearance of lamp. 5-67147 (300-500)

$460.00
CHRISTMAS TREE FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 136. Fairy-size dome embossed and decorated with two Christmas trees and drilled for
transparent jeweled ornaments. Dome rests in a low matching saucer base with integral candle holder. Also included is an original
Clarke Pyramid candle. SIZE: 4-1/4" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent, no jewels are present on this lamp. 5-66980 (250-350)

$115.00
FIGURAL FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 433. Porcelain footed and handled lantern decorated with multicolored floral decor, pink and gold
trim. Four slit air vents in roof, four holes in top open knob. Signed on underside "Dresden". SIZE: 7-1/4" t x 4" w. CONDITION: Very
good to excellent. 5-67002 (300-500)

$180.00
BLUE NAILSEA FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 566. Nailsea-type fairy-size dome with blue ground and white loopings sitting in a clear lamp
cup marked "S. Clarke's Trade Mark Fairy" with signed candle holder resting in a center post matching base with upright fluted rim.
SIZE: 5-1/2" t. CONDITION: Good with 1/2" chip in center post of matching base and 1/4" chip out of one scallop on cup. 5-67003
(300-500)

$690.00
CHIMNEY STYLE FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 248. Bulbous embossed opaque dome with fluted and deeply ruffled pink top rim. This
pattern is embossed four times on the lamp. Dome rests in matching low base. SIZE: 6-1/2" t. CONDITION: Very good with one tiny
nick on ruffled edge of dome. 5-67061 (300-500)

$201.25
CRANBERRY FLOWER FORM FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 101 base. Cranberry shading to clear dome with four rows of tooled crystal
petals resting on a large pressed glass crystal base with signed candle cup insert. Shade is signed on fitter rim "Clarke's Fairy
Pyramid" in script. Base is signed "S. Clarke's Patent Trade Mark Fairy". SIZE: 4-3/4" t x 7" w. CONDITION: Very good with a fair
amount of roughness to fitter edge of dome which does not show when mounted in base. 5-67106 (300-500)

$2,530.00
WEE FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 46. Red nailsea wee-size dome on a swirled diamond pattern lamp cup marked "S. Clarke Patent Wee
Fairy". SIZE: 3-1/4" t. CONDITION: Shade is very good to excellent, lamp cup has two beads missing from its upper rim. 5-67110
(300-500)

$172.50
FIGURAL FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 342. Bisque painted cat with blue bow, green transparent eyes and black fur edges. SIZE: 4" t x 31/2" w. CONDITION: Very good. One glass eye is cracked. 5-66971 (200-400)

$1,437.50
BURMESE FAIRY LAMP EPERGNE. Four acid Burmese Fairy-size domes sitting on clear lamp cups marked "Clarke's Trade Mark
Cricklite" mounted in a brass framework holding three Burmese bud vases and attached to a Burmese pedestal base. SIZE: 16" t.
CONDITION: Very good to excellent with minor roughness to the bottom edges of two shades. 5-66950 (2,000-3,000)

$0.00
NAILSEA FAIRY LAMP. Citron nailsea-type Fairy-size dome in a clear lamp cup marked "S. Clarke's Patent Trade Mark Fairy" with
clear candle holder resting in a matching tri-cornered, ruffled edge base mounted on a light green translucent candlestick-style foot.
SIZE: 15-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with one small flake on the candle cup. 5-66923 (1,500-2,500)

$300.00
TWO LITHOPHANE FAIRY LAMPS. Ruf Fig. 442. Pair of lithophane newel post domes with multiple air holes in bottom rim. Domes
depict man with sword talking to girl, girl with three small children and dog kneeling at her feet and girl child with younger boy
carrying book etc. Pressed glass crystal pedestal bases. SIZE: 8-1/4" and 8-1/2" t. CONDITION: Domes are very good to excellent.
Minor roughness to one of the bases. 5-67131 5-67136 (500-750)

$230.00
THREE LITHOPHANE FAIRY LAMPS. Matched pair of conical shaped lithophane shades with four scenes of woman in various
poses. Single conical shade has four scenes with women and/or children. All shades rest on pressed glass crystal pedestal bases.
SIZE: 11" to 11-1/4" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-67134 5-67137, 5-67138 (500-800)

$690.00
DECORATED BURMESE FAIRY LAMP. Acid Burmese pyramid-size dome with Prunus blossom decoration sitting in a Burmese
lamp cup signed "S. Clarke Trade Mark Fairy Pyramid". SIZE: 4-1/8" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with minor fleabite to
bottom edge of shade. 5-66784 (400-600)

$805.00
DECORATED FAIRY LAMP. Pink cased glass fairy-size dome with tapestryware decor in blue, yellow and purple sitting in a
Burmese lamp cup signed "S. Clarke Patent Trade Mark Fairy". SIZE: 5-1/4" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-66785 (400500)

$862.50
BURMESE FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 579. Acid Burmese Pyramid-size dome in an "S. Clarke Trade Mark Fairy Pyramid" lamp cup.
Cup sits in a matching reversible base with upward flared pie crust rim notched to accommodate a metal ring with menu holder
extension, which is not present. SIZE: 4-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good with 1/4" fishscale flake on top edge of the base's center
post as well as a 3/16" chip and a fishscale flake at top edge of lamp cup. 5-66947 (400-600)

$632.50
BURMESE FAIRY LAMP. Acid Burmese fairy-size dome resting in a Burmese cup marked "S. Clarke Patent Trade Mark Fairy".
SIZE: 5-1/4" t. CONDITION: Very good with minor roughness on bottom edge of shade. 5-66948 (400-600)

$575.00
BURMESE FAIRY LAMP. Acid Burmese fairy-size dome resting in a Burmese cup marked "S. Clarke Patent Trade Mark Fairy".
SIZE: 5-1/4" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-66949 (400-600)

$258.75
THREE RED NAILSEA FAIRY LAMPS. Red fairy-size dome shades with white loopings sitting in signed crystal lamp cups. SIZE: 5"
t. CONDITION: Two of the three shades have minor chips on their bottom edge. Lamp cups are good with one lamp cup is missing
a bead on its top edge. 5-66998 5-67007, 5-67101 (400-600)

$230.00
YELLOW DQMOP FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 272. Yellow shading to white DQMOP satin dome, lined white sitting in a signed crystal
lamp cup. Also included is a Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 5-1/2" t. CONDITION: Very good with minor roughness on the lamp
cup. 5-66994 (300-500)

$460.00
FIGURAL FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 316. Lady's head with pretty blue eyes, yellow hair, blue bonnet and three pink feet. SIZE: 3-1/2" t
x 4" w. CONDITION: Very good with some damage to the backside of the glass eyes. 5-66978 (300-500)

$287.50
FIGURAL FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 393. Glazed porcelain painted night light, tied thatched roof, opening in rear, open chimney and
circular candle opening. Bottom marked "WH Goss, Model of Manx Cottage, Rd No 273243, Jones, McDuffee & Stratton Co.
Boston". SIZE: 4" t x 5" w. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-66979 (300-500)

$230.00
CRANBERRY FAIRY LAMP. Satinized cranberry fairy-size dome with white enameled floral decor resting in a center post matching
base with upright fluted rim. Base includes the original(?) candle cup. SIZE: 7" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-66981 (300500)

$460.00
BLUE SATIN FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 205 similar. Cased fairy-size dome with flared pie crust top rim, satin ribbon swirl in dark blue
shading to white resting on the shoulder of a matching base. Also included is a Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 5" t. CONDITION:
Very good to excellent with a 3/4" burst bubble on interior of base. 5-66992 (300-500)

$86.25

ALADDIN FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 517. Ruby colored Diamond Candle Co. shade sitting in an Aladdin's lamp style creamware base
signed "Made in Germany Rd No 93321" on the bottom and "S. Clarke's Patent Trade Mark Fairy Pyramid" on the interior candle
cup. SIZE: 6-1/4" t. CONDITION: Shade has minor roughness to top and bottom edges. Base has minor roughness to candle cup
edge as well as a hairline on the exterior finished surface and some wear to the gold decoration. 5-67144 (300-500)

$201.25
PAIR OF BURMESE FAIRY LAMPS. Ruf Fig. 19. Acid Burmese pyramid-size domes in signed crystal lamp cups. SIZE: 3-5/8" t.
CONDITION: Very good with minor roughness to the bottom edge of one shade and lamp cup feet. 5-66931 5-66932 (200-400)

$57.50
PAIR OF PRESSED GLASS FAIRY LAMPS. Crystal interior ribbed pyramid-size shades mounted on heavily embossed pressed
glass Fairy lamp standards. SIZE: 12" t. CONDITION: One shade has fishscale flaking on its top rim. Both bases have some
roughness on the bottom edge. 5-66964 (200-400)

$115.00
BRISTOL FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 142. Pink satin Bristol fairy-size dome decorated multicolored floral decor resting in a matching
lamp cup. SIZE: 5" t. CONDITION: Very good with 1/8" fishscale flake on top edge of dome and minor roughness on bottom edge.
5-66942 (300-500)

$287.50
FAIRY LAMP WITH METAL HOLDER. Cased rose satin ribbed and DQMOP lined white dome sitting in a matching lamp cup resting
in a three legged dragon decor metal holder which is signed. SIZE: 10" t. CONDITION: 1/2" fishscale flake on bottom edge of shade.
Repair to the metal ring which holds the lamp. Center finial in holder is loose. 5-66951 (300-500)

$690.00
THREE ARM FAIRY LAMP WITH CUT GLASS STANDARD. Ruf Fig. 91. Fairy-size domes, blue to white, cased, decorated with
English robin in flight and stylized foliage sitting in signed crystal lamp cups with crystal candle holders resting in brass rings marked
"Clarke's Trade Mark Cricklite". Cut glass standard with rayed pattern in its foot. SIZE: 18" t x 14" w. CONDITION: Very good with
one shade having 1/4" fishscale flake on the outside of its bottom rim. One candle holder may be cracked. 5-66953 (1,000-1,500)

$3,162.50
PEDESTAL STYLE FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 764. Fairy-size dome and pedestal base in blue, white and frosted crystal striped
Cleveland pattern with frosted crystal lamp cup marked "S. Clarke's Patent Trade Mark Fairy" and a signed crystal candle holder.
SIZE: 11" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-67009 (800-1,200)

$575.00
ROSE NAILSEA DOUBLE ARM CUT GLASS FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 723. Two fairy-size rose Nailsea domes sitting in signed
crystal lamp cups which are resting in brass rings marked "Clarke's Trade Mark Cricklite". Crystal standard and footed base with two
bud vases in a cut diamond pattern. SIZE: 19-1/4" t x 15" w. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with one dome having minor
interior roughness in its top edge. 5-66956 (750-1,000)

$450.00
PEDESTAL FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 766. Pink satinized reverse swirl ribbed fairy-size dome sitting on a frosted and swirled crystal
lamp cup resting in a pink satin pedestal base with applied frosted rigaree and feet. SIZE: 13" t. CONDITION: Very good to
excellent. 5-67024 (750-1,000)

$517.50
CRANBERRY FAIRY LAMP. Fairy-size dome in cranberry waffle pattern with embossed ribs resting in clear lamp cup marked
"Clarke's Pattern Trade Mark Cricklight" and clear signed candle holder all resting on a ruffled edge cranberry underbowl with
applied crystal finger hold. SIZE: 5" t. CONDITION: Very good with small fishscale flake on top edge of shade and base of candle
holder. 5-67004 (400-600)

$316.25
TWO NAILSEA FAIRY LAMPS. 1) Rose satin dome shade with white loopings on a signed crystal lamp cup. 2) Unusual frosted
crystal dome shade with white and blue Nailsea-type looping on a signed crystal lamp cup. SIZE: Shades are 3-1/2" and 3-3/4" t.
CONDITION: Very good to excellent with very minor roughness on bottom edge of white and blue shade. 5-67092 5-67109 (400600)

$546.25
PAIR OF LITHOPHANE FAIRY LAMPS. Ruf Fig. 466. Porcelain two panel lithophane dome known as Little Miss Muffet resting on a
low matching saucer base with integral candle holder. Shade is decorated with gold. SIZE: 4-1/2" t. CONDITION: Very good with
minor roughness on one candle holder rim and some wear to the gold decor. 5-67142 (400-600)

$690.00
PEDESTAL FAIRY LAMP. See Ruf Fig. 617 for similar example. Cased blue satin shading to white fairy-size dome sitting on a clear
lamp cup marked "S. Clarke Patent Trade Mark Fairy" with clear candle holder resting on a butterscotch and blue lined white bowl
attached to a frosted thorn stem which is mounted on what appears to be a sandblasted mirrored base. SIZE: 11-1/4" t.
CONDITION: Shade and lamp cup are very good. The frosted appliques as well as the thorn stem have significant damage and
loss. 5-66924 (300-500)

$300.00
JEWELED GLASS FAIRY LAMP. Multicolored ball shaped shade with oversized ruffled top and four colored jewels surrounded by
brass retainers sitting in a matching low ruffled base. SIZE: 6" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with possible replaced jewels.
5-66928 (300-500)

$373.75
TWO BURMESE FAIRY LAMPS. Ruf Fig. 19. Acid Burmese pyramid-size domes; one being decorated with the Forget-Me-Not
pattern and both rest in signed crystal lamp cups. SIZE: 3-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent, undecorated shade has a
1/8" bubble burst in its exterior wall. 5-66935 5-66936 (300-500)

$115.00
TWO FAIRY LAMPS. 1) Fairy-size white satin swirl rib dome shade resting in its matching base. Crystal candle cup included. 2)
Fairy-size raspberry shading to white dome lined white sitting in a signed lamp cup which rests in a matching raspberry and white
base with down-turn crimped edge. Unsigned crystal candle cup with Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 5" and 6-1/2" t respectively.
CONDITION: Both lamps are very good to excellent. 5-66952 5-67036 (300-500)

$180.00
THREE NAILSEA FAIRY LAMPS. Two red and one citron fairy-size dome shades with white loopings sitting in signed crystal lamp
cups. SIZE: Approx. 4-1/2" t. CONDITION: Citron dome is very good to excellent. One red dome has a 1/2" interior crack at its top
edge, the other red dome has minor roughness on its top edge. One of the lamp cups has 1/2" chip in its top edge. 5-66997 567032, 5-67099 (300-500)

$345.00
THREE FIGURAL FAIRY LAMPS. Ruf Fig. 422. Two lighthouses, one in blue satinized milk glass the other in pink satinized milk
glass with their original metal tops and rings. Ruf Fig. 439. Ribbed birdcage in pink satinized milk glass with original metal top and
ring. SIZE: 6-1/2" to 7" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-67019 (300-500)

$172.50
CRANBERRY OVERSHOT FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 13. Cranberry overshot crown figural shade on a signed crystal lamp cup. SIZE:
4-1/2" t. CONDITION: 1/2" fishscale flake on top inside edge of shade which does not detract from overall appearance of the piece.
5-67104 (300-500)

$1,035.00
ROSE BOWL STYLE FAIRY LAMP. Cased rose colored threaded-look exterior lined cream resting in a clear lamp cup signed "S.
Clarke's Trade Mark Fairy" with a clear candle holder. SIZE: 4-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good with two small bubble bursts in the
shades exterior pattern as well as minor roughness on its fitter edge. Lamp cup has 1/4" chip in its top edge. 5-67105 (300-500)

$270.00
THREE PYRAMID FAIRY LAMPS. Lot consists of a pair of cased yellow satin lined white domes sitting on signed crystal lamp cups.
One cup has a Clarke's Pyramid candle. Third lamp is a citron Nailsea dome sitting on a signed crystal lamp cup. SIZE: 3-3/4" to 41/8" t. CONDITION: Very good with 1/4" fishscale flake on the bottom edge of one yellow satin dome and minor roughness to at
least one of the lamp cups. 5-67111 5-67113 (300-500)

$180.00
FOUR PINK SATIN PYRAMID FAIRY LAMPS. Lot consists of a two pink DQMOP cased lined white and a pair of cased pink satin
lined white pyramid-size domes sitting on signed crystal lamp cups. Included with lot are two Clarke's Pyramid candles. SIZE: 3-5/8"
to 4" t. CONDITION: One DQMOP dome has a 1/2" crack; one pink satin dome has a mfg defect at its top edge. Lamp cups are
very good with minor roughness to feet. 5-67112 5-67115, 5-67116 (300-500)

$210.00
PINK AND WHITE FAIRY LAMP. Satinized light pink shading to rose dome with white loopings, lined white with matching footed
base. SIZE: 4-1/2" t. CONDITION: Very good with minor roughness at both edges of shade and two bubble bursts in white lining of
base. 5-67059 (100-300)

$120.00
TWO BURMESE FAIRY LAMPS. Ruf Fig. 19. Acid Burmese pyramid-size domes in signed crystal lamp cups. SIZE: 3-3/4" t.
CONDITION: Both shades have significant roughness to their bottom edges. 5-66933 5-66934 (200-400)

$3,335.00
PASTEL RAINBOW FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 549. Cased fairy-size dome in pastel Rainbow DQMOP. Shade is signed on exterior
bottom rim "Clarke's Patent Fairy". Clear glass lamp cup signed "S. Clarke's Trade Mark Fairy" and clear signed candle cup. SIZE:
5" t. CONDITION: Shade is very good to excellent. Lamp cup has 1/4" chip in top edge; candle cup is cracked. 5-67025 (750-1,000)

$360.00

ROSE NAILSEA FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 596. Nailsea-type fairy-size dome with rose ground and white loopings sitting in a clear
lamp cup marked "S. Clarke's Trade Mark Fairy" with signed candle holder resting in a matching low bowl base with upright ribbon
rim and frosted foot. SIZE: 5-1/4" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with very minor roughness from mfg around top edge of
shade. 5-66930 (600-800)

$805.00
PAIR OF DOUBLE ARM FAIRY LAMP STANDARDS. Crystal shades with brass ring marked "Cricklite" sitting in signed crystal lamp
cups which are resting in a double arm metal holder marked "Clarke's Trade Mark Cricklite" and is supported by a crystal candle
holder style base. Also included are two Clarke's Pyramid candles. SIZE: Approx. 18-1/2" t x 15" w. CONDITION: Very good to
excellent. 5-66954 5-66955 (600-800)

$1,035.00
LIGHTHOUSE FAIRY LAMP. Frosted crystal pedestal base with integral shade cup and candle holder; crystal paneled and
threaded glass dome. Base and candle holder have an embossed brick and window design. Dome has the appearance of having
threaded glass on its exterior surface. Base and candle cup are marked "Rd 60108". Included is a marked candle which is illegible.
SIZE: 12-1/2" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-67091 (600-900)

$300.00
ROSE NAILSEA FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 656 similar. Nailsea-type fairy-size dome with rose ground and white loopings sitting in a
clear lamp cup marked "S. Clarke's Patent Trade Mark Fairy" resting in a matching bowl style base with ruffled rim and frosted foot.
SIZE: 5-1/2" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with 3/16" fishscale flake on bottom edge of shade. 5-66925 (500-750)

$690.00
THREE PIECE SATIN FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 565. Blue to white satin with fired-on multicolored floral decor on two of the three
pieces. Frosted crystal ribbon candy edges on all three pieces. Also included is a Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 7" t x 8-1/4" w.
CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-66926 (500-800)

$172.50
ROSE NAILSEA FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 587. Nailsea-type fairy-size dome with rose ground and white loopings sitting in a clear
lamp cup marked "S. Clarke's Patent Trade Mark Fairy" with signed candle holder resting in a center post matching base with
upright ruffled rim. Also included is a Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 5-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with very minor
roughness from mfg on top edge of shade as well as the rim of the center post. 5-66927 (500-750)

$345.00
THREE BURMESE FAIRY LAMPS. Acid finished Burmese Fairy-size domes, one with Prunus decoration, one with Forget-Me-Not
decoration and the third undecorated. All are resting in crystal lamp cups (one frosted), two marked "S. Clarke Patent.....".
CONDITION: The Prunus decorated shade is damaged. The remaining shades as well as the lamp cups are very good. 5-66937 566938, 5-66944 (500-700)

$172.50
BURMESE FAIRY LAMP. Acid Burmese fairy-size dome in a clear Clarke cup marked "S. Clarke Patent Trade Mark Fairy" resting
in a matching tri-cornered bowl. SIZE: 6-1/4" t x 5-1/4" w. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-66945 (500-750)

$300.00
BURMESE FAIRY LAMP. Acid Burmese fairy-size dome on a clear Clarke cup marked "S. Clarke Patent Trade Mark Fairy" resting
in a matching upturned ruffled bowl marked "S. Clarke Patent Trade Mark Fairy". Also included is an original Clarke's Pyramid
candle. SIZE: 6-1/4" t x 5" w. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with 1/8" fishscale flake on bottom edge of shade. 5-66946 (500700)

$300.00
CITRON NAILSEA FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 566. Nailsea-type fairy-size dome with citron ground and white loopings sitting in a clear
lamp cup marked "S. Clarke's Trade Mark Fairy" with signed candle holder resting in a center post matching base with upright fluted
rim. SIZE: 5-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good with minor roughness to center post of base and a 1/4" fishscale flake on a lamp cup
scallop. 5-67015 (500-750)

$258.75
NINE ASSORTED FAIRY LAMPS. Lot includes blue and pink satin DQMOP, frosted cranberry with Mary Gregory decoration,
millefiori etc. SIZE: Varies CONDITION: All lamps are either chipped, cracked or repaired. The millefiori and jewel inset lamps are
contemporary. 5-66961 5-67117, 5-67011, 5-67016, 5-67001, 5-67023, 5-67108, 5-67100, 5-67148 (200-400)

$143.75

FIGURAL FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 331. Figural bisque monkey in shades of brown with transparent amber glass eyes. SIZE: 3-1/2" t
x 3-1/4" w. CONDITION: Very good with tiny flake on back edge of head. Glass eyes are starting to deteriorate. 5-66970 (200-400)

$575.00
FIGURAL FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 385. Figural frog in shades of brown with amber eyes and sloping rear opening. SIZE: 4-1/2" t x 51/2" w. CONDITION: Very good with tiny nick on back top edge of piece. 5-66972 (200-400)

$460.00
TWO FIGURAL FAIRY LAMPS. Ruf Fig. 345. Bisque painted cat in gray tones, transparent green eyes, blue rope and tassels.
SIZE: 3-1/2" t x 3-1/2" w. CONDITION: One is very good to excellent, the other is cracked. 5-66973 5-66974 (200-400)

$517.50
FIGURAL FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 370. Painted bisque three-faced triangular lamp; cat, dog and owl with transparent eyes. Signed
on underside "KPM". SIZE: 4" t x 4-1/2" w. CONDITION: Very good. All eyes have been replaced. 5-66975 (200-400)

$287.50

FIGURAL FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 343. Figural bisque cat in shades of gray with green transparent glass eyes. Two other sides of
the three footed triangular lamp have embossed cream color basket weave design. SIZE: 4" t x 4" w. CONDITION: Very good with
multiple interior top edge nicks. 5-66977 (200-400)

$201.25
TWO JEWELED FAIRY LAMPS. 1) Blue shading to clear satinized glass shade with four inset jewels surrounded by brass retainers
sitting in a low matching ruffled base. 2) Dark pink shading to light pink satinized ovoid glass shade with four inset jewels
surrounded by brass retainers sitting in a low matching fluted rim base. Accompanied by a Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 5-1/2"
and 7" t respectively. CONDITION: Blue Fairy lamp is very good with 1/4" chip to ruffled edge of base. Pink Fairy lamp has 1" oval
crack near one of the inset jewels. 5-66982 5-66989 (200-400)

$120.00
TWO GREEN JEWELED FAIRY LAMPS. Ruf Fig. 225. Green satinized globular domes lined white decorated with four jewels in
brass fittings. Dome rests in matching base. SIZE: 5-1/2" & 6" t. CONDITION: One lamp shade has a rather large interior crack that
does not break through to the exterior surface. The other shade is very good with minor roughness on one ruffle. 5-66990 5-66991
(200-400)

$143.75
TWO DEEP ROSE FAIRY LAMPS. Two cased and ribbed deep rose lined white DQMOP shades with one sitting on a pale pink
DQMOP lamp cup and the other in a matching cup. One lamp is resting in a four legged brass holder with grape leaf appliques.
SIZE: 6-3/4" t. CONDITION: The top rim of both shades are cracked. There is minor roughness on bottom edge of one shade as
well as two 1/4" to 1/2" fishscale flakes on the exterior rim of the pale pink lamp cup. 5-66993 5-67051 (200-400)

$115.00
ROSE SATIN FAIRY LAMP. Fairy-size rose satin embossed rib dome lined white sitting in a signed crystal lamp cup. Shade is
signed "Rd ?0725 Trade Mark Fairy". SIZE: 4-3/4" t. CONDITION: Small nick on top rim of dome as well as significant roughness to
bottom of dome. Lamp cup is good. 5-66995 (200-400)

$201.25
YELLOW DQMOP FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 197. DQMOP dome shaded from dark to light yellow lined white, top rim waisted, flared
and fluted sitting in a signed lamp cup with signed candle holder. Also includes a Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 5" t. CONDITION:
Very good with minor roughness to bottom edge of dome. 5-66996 (200-400)

$690.00
CLEVELAND PATTERN FAIRY LAMP. Frosted crystal satinized, ribbed fairy-size dome with pink and white striping sitting on a
signed lamp cup "S. Clarke Patent Trade Mark Fairy US Patent Nov. 9th 1886 No. 352296". Shade is signed "Rd 60725 Trade Mark
Fairy". SIZE: 5" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with minor roughness on bottom edge of dome. 5-67005 (200-400)

$345.00
ROSE DQMOP FAIRY LAMP. Fairy-size DQMOP rose satin lined white dome sitting in a signed crystal lamp cup. SIZE: 4-3/4" t.
CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-67006 (200-400)

$115.00
NAILSEA FAIRY LAMP. Blue satin Nailsea shade sitting in a matching lamp cup with marked candle holder. SIZE: 4-3/8" t.
CONDITION: 1/8" fishscale flake on top edge of shade as well as tiny nick and 1/2" bruise on bottom edge of shade. Lamp cup is
very good to excellent. 5-67008 (200-300)

$345.00
PINK SWIRL FAIRY LAMP. Fairy-size dome, cased embossed swirl with candy stripe pattern, lined white, sitting in a signed crystal
lamp cup. SIZE: 5" t. CONDITION: Very good with minor roughness to both edges of dome. 5-67010 (200-400)

$57.50
PAIR OF BRISTOL FAIRY LAMPS. White Bristol fairy-size dome decorated with bird and floral decor sitting in an undecorated
matching lamp cup which then rests in a low underbowl with crimped edge. SIZE: 5-1/4" t. CONDITION: One shade is cracked, the
other shade has minor roughness on its bottom edge. The lamp cups have minor roughness to their upper edge. There is wear to
the gold trim on all pieces. 5-67013 5-67014 (200-400)

$460.00
FLORAL FINGER FAIRY LAMP. See Ruf Fig. 133 for similar piece. Vaseline opalescent shaped dome with three rows of applied
tooled Vaseline petals resting on a matching Vaseline footed finger base with integral opalescent candle holder. SIZE: 3-3/4" t x 43/4" w. CONDITION: Minor roughness to fitter edge of shade. Finger hold on base has been repaired. 5-67022 (200-300)

$575.00
PLATEAU FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 289 similar. Cased satin fairy-size dome in shaded butterscotch lined cream sitting in a raindrop
pattern lamp cup resting atop an ormolu mirrored stand. Lot also includes a Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 6-3/4" t. CONDITION:
1/8" fishscale flake on top outside edge of shade. 1/4" interior fishscale flake on top edge of lamp cup. Ormolu stand appears to be
very good. 5-67028 (200-400)

$316.25
BLUE SATIN PYRAMID SIZE FAIRY LAMP. Cased blue satin pyramid-size shade with thorn pattern and scalloped edges sitting on
a "S. Clarke Fairy Pyramid" lamp cup resting in a three legged brass holder. SIZE: 7-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good with some
damage to at least two of the thorns. 5-67029 (200-400)

$920.00
STEVENS & WILLIAMS FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 279. Fairy-size cased dome red and peach swirl with puckered top rim sitting in a
signed crystal lamp cup with signed candle holder. SIZE: 5" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-67031 (200-400)

$460.00
TWO FAIRY LAMPS. 1) Fairy-size satinized crystal with ribbed swirl dome sitting in a signed crystal lamp cup. 2) Fairy-size End of
Day in brown, white and gold dome lined white sitting in a signed crystal lamp cup. SIZE: 5" t. CONDITION: Both shades are very
good to excellent, one lamp cup is cracked. 5-67033 5-67122 (200-400)

$1,840.00
TWO FOSTORIA GLASS FAIRY LAMPS. Ruf Fig. 151. Satinized cranberry and pink slag glass fairy-size domes with impressed
pattern sitting in signed crystal lamp cups. SIZE: Approx. 4-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good with both shades having minor
roughness at top and bottom edges. Some roughness on the lamp cups. 5-67035 5-67121 (200-400)

$230.00
YELLOW SATIN FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 201. Cone shaped satin dome shading from yellow to creamy white, cased, fluted and
ruffled top rim edged in opaque glass resting on shoulder of matching base. SIZE: 6" t. CONDITION: Very good with 1/4" bubble
burst on interior of base. 5-67060 (200-350)

$287.50
FAIRY LAMP IN METAL HOLDER. WMG with pink background and coralene decoration shade sitting in a brass base with metal
finger hold. SIZE: 4-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good with manufacturing flaw on side. 5-67093 (200-400)

$143.75
BLUE SATIN FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 219. Fairy-size dome, blue DQMOP satin stripe, lined white with puckered top rim and
scalloped and flared bottom rim sitting in a signed crystal lamp cup. SIZE: 5-3/8" t. CONDITION: Shade is very good to excellent.
Lamp cup has a 3/4" crack in its top rim. 5-67094 (200-400)

$201.25
PAIR OF WHITE NAILSEA FAIRY LAMPS. Pair of satinized white Nailsea domes sitting on clear signed lamp cups. SIZE: Domes
are 3-1/8" and 3-1/4" t. CONDITION: One dome has 1/4" chip on its bottom edge and a mfg flaw on the exterior loop pattern. The
other dome has minor roughness on its top and bottom edge. One lamp cup has minor roughness on its top edge. 5-67095 5-67097
(200-400)

$420.00
OPALESCENT FAIRY LAMP. Paneled and threaded amber shading to white opalescent fairy-size dome sitting on a clear lamp cup
marked "S. Clarke's Trade Mark Fairy". Included in this lot is a candle cup marked "Diamond Candle Co. Inc. Brooklyn NY". SIZE: 43/4" t. CONDITION: Very good with minor roughness to top and bottom edge of shade as well as scallops on lamp cup. 5-67098
(200-400)

$201.25
PINK OPALESCENT FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 234. Fairy-size dome in pink opalescent glass with impressed diamonds and faint
paneling resting on shoulder of matching lamp cup with applied clear feet. SIZE: 5-1/2" t. CONDITION: Very good with minor
roughness to both edges of shade, one foot has had minor repair. 5-67107 (200-300)

$120.00
THREE SWIRLED FAIRY LAMPS. Ruf Fig. 5. Pyramid-size domes with embossed swirl in signed clear lamp cups. Two shades are
lime green, the third is white. SIZE: 3-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good with minor roughness on top edge of white shade and one
green shade. Lamp cups are very good. 5-67114 5-67128 (200-400)

$57.50
THREE RED PYRAMID FAIRY LAMPS. Lot consists of Ruf Fig. 112 ruby pyramid-size domes in a cut velvet style pattern sitting on
a signed clear lamp cups. Third lamp is a satinized cranberry dome and matching base with white enamel decor. SIZE: 3" to 3-1/2"
t. CONDITION: Very good with minor roughness at top and bottom edge of one ruby shade and its lamp cup. 5-67119 5-67120
(200-400)

$230.00
PINK SATIN FAIRY LAMP. Rose shading to light pink fairy-size dome lined cream with puckered top rim sitting in a signed crystal
lamp cup which holds a Clarke's Pyramid candle. SIZE: 5" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-67123 (200-400)

$143.75
BLUE SATIN FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 190. Blue satin dome with embossed rib, lined white and signed "Rd 50725 Trade Mark Fairy"
sitting in a matching base signed "Clarke's Patent Fairy". SIZE: 5-1/4" t. CONDITION: Very good with one spot on the base edge
that may have been smoothed off after mfg. 5-67124 (200-400)

$600.00
LITHOPHANE FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 452. Square lithophane dome decorated with gilt resting in a matching base with four fan
shaped feet, four centered fleur de lis and four air holes. SIZE: 7-1/4" t x 5" w. CONDITION: One corner escutcheon on the shade
as well as one center fleur de lis and corner of the base have been repaired. This piece does not have the cover that is shown in
Fig. 452. 5-67143 (200-400)

$180.00
PRESSED GLASS PEDESTAL FAIRY LAMPS. Three opaline Diamond Candle Co. shades with embossed bead design mounted
on crystal pressed glass pedestal bases. Shades are signed "Diamond Candle Co. Inc. Brooklyn NY". SIZE: 9-3/4" to 10-3/4" t.
CONDITION: One shade is cracked and there are several fishscale flakes on the bottom edge of another shade. Pedestal bases
appear to be very good. 5-67165 (200-400)

$180.00
OPALINE DECORATED FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 258. Cylindrical opaline dome with heavily ruffled top decorated with a pair of
children on a multicolored floral background. Dome rests in an opaline base with fluted rim. SIZE: 6-3/4" t. CONDITION: Very good
with some wear to the gold outlining decor. 5-67194 (200-400)

$0.00
FIVE FAIRY LAMPS. Lot consists of four frosted crystal shades, two with a Greek Key pattern sitting on brass or pewter bases. Fifth
lamp is Ruf Fig. 3 shade in blue overshot on a signed "Arcadia Light" base. Pewter base is marked "Old English Genuine Pewter
12". SIZE: 4-1/4" to 8-1/2" t. CONDITION: Overshot shade has approx. 1" crack in fitter, one Greek Key has a circular crack. 567198 (200-400)

$345.00
THREE METAL FAIRY LAMPS. 1) Ruf Fig. 308. Jeweled ormolu dome in three footed, thumb handled matching base. 2) Jeweled
ormolu dome in saucer style, thumb handled matching base. 3) Cut out metal shade with ruby glass insert in a matching thumb
handled base. SIZE: 3-1/2" to 4-1/2" t. CONDITION: Very good. 5-67225 (200-400)

$517.50
RED NAILSEA FAIRY LAMP BASE. Very pretty Fairy lamp base has red and white nailsea decoration and a beautifully ruffled rim
with tri-corn shape. Base rests on a frosted glass applied foot. SIZE: 8" at widest. CONDITION: Very good to excellent. 5-67997
(200-400)

$488.75
FIGURAL FAIRY LAMP. Bisque painted owl in shades of gray, blue tassel and rope base, transparent amber eyes. SIZE: 3-1/2" t x
3-1/2" w. CONDITION: Very good with replacement eyes. 5-66976 (150-300)

$115.00
BLUE SATIN FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 65. Cased and satinized blue fairy-size dome with a reverse drape pattern sitting in a signed
crystal lamp cup with a signed crystal candle holder. Shade is signed "Rd... Trade Mark Fairy". SIZE: 5" t. CONDITION: Shade has
significant roughness on the top inside rim which does not detract from the overall appearance. Lamp cup has two 3/4" chips in its
top edge. 5-67017 (150-250)

$517.50
FIGURAL FAIRY LAMP. Bisque silo with brown, gold and green ground cover having green trees on either side sitting a signed
crystal lamp cup. SIZE: 6-1/2" t. CONDITION: Very good with minor nick to one branch. 5-67096 (100-300)

$373.75
HOBBS BROCUNIER FAIRY LAMP. Ruf Fig. 172. Frosted yellow fairy-size dome, lightly swirled sitting in a frosted crystal base with
ribbed edging and signed crystal candle cup. SIZE: 5-1/4" t. CONDITION: Very good to excellent with minor roughness on bottom
edge of dome. Candle cup is not the original piece. 5-67027 (100-300)

$90.00
EIGHT ASSORTED FAIRY LAMPS. Lot includes crystal, transparent green, cranberry overshot, colored diamond points etc. SIZE:
Varies CONDITION: Most of the pieces are either chipped, cracked or repaired. The diamond points are contemporary. 5-67000 567204, 5-67135, 5-67034, 5-67102, 5-67030, 5-67125, 5-67119-1 (100-300)

$143.75
LOT OF FAIRY LAMPS & ACCESSORIES. Lot includes two crystal fairy-size ribbed shades, one marked "S. Clarke's Trade Mark
Pyramid" resting on a marked brass holder and the other on a crystal lamp cup. Remainder of lot includes a 5" four footed mirrored
plateau and a wooden box filled with cork floating wicks. Box has paper label stating "Glory Nightlights J.G. Hebart Nurnberg
Ressurection Germany". SIZE: Lamps are 3-3/4" t to 4-1/2" t. CONDITION: Very good. 5-67126 5-67127, 5-67221, 5-67232 (100200)

$120.75
LOT OF FAIRY LAMP PARTS. Lot includes shade cups, candle cups, pedestals and contemporary candles. SIZE: Varies.
CONDITION: Generally good. Sold as is. 5-67218 5-67219 (100-200)

